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       And then, I do love my shopping, but actually, lounging is the big thing. 
~Delta Burke

I don't like to be labeled as lonely just because I am alone. 
~Delta Burke

And we live in a French Quarter a lot of the time, in New Orleans. And
the camaraderie of everybody there. Everybody takes care of each
other. 
~Delta Burke

Youre supposed to remember, and still forgive. 
~Delta Burke

And sometimes, when you feel low on yourself, that's just when you
have to go out there and be photographed or do a scene where you're
hot stuff. You're always working on it. 
~Delta Burke

I rode fire trucks, slid down fire poles, wore a lot of red, and made a lot
of appearances. I've always had a special place in my heart for fire
fighters. 
~Delta Burke

For a while I was living in New Orleans for like 4, 5 years. I had just
come back to town. 
~Delta Burke

I went through all my twenties thinking that I wasn't good enough. 
~Delta Burke

But I thought, I've just got to check out Hollywood, so I sent out pictures
and resumes. 
~Delta Burke
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I get in my golf cart with my dogs, I have five dogs. 
~Delta Burke

For me, it's like biking around the neighborhood, the walks and stuff,
because I have never enjoyed the gym. Or I'll do, since I used to dance
a lot, all the old dance exercises. 
~Delta Burke

I wanted to be an actress, and I wanted to be a model. 
~Delta Burke

I loved living in London, and I didn't want to leave. 
~Delta Burke

I love comedy; so you want to make them happy, make them laugh. 
~Delta Burke

I like it when I strut. 
~Delta Burke

Film people are coming into TV, because they can't get any work. 
~Delta Burke

I'll do humor about myself, I'll poke fun and everything, but that's me
and I can do it to me. I think it's cruel to do it to somebody else. 
~Delta Burke

Eve wasn't a size 6 and neither am I. 
~Delta Burke

A lot of women say that they want to get to feeling about themselves
the way I feel, because when I'm on a roll, I'm hot, I'm really good. I try
to tell them, I don't have a fix. 
~Delta Burke
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I think so much depends on how you are feeling mentally and
emotionally. I try to keep my head on tight, and try to feel good, and just
go out there and not be afraid. 
~Delta Burke

At the end. First start off and do your youth thing In Hollywood and then
go to New York later. But it wound up being later, later than I thought it
was going to be. 
~Delta Burke

If you want to say it with flowers, remember that a single rose screams
in your face: 'I'm cheap!' 
~Delta Burke
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